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Multiscale simulationMolecular dynamics (MD) simulation is an advancedmethod inmicroscale modelling of material but it depends
on the complexity of themodel. The performance ofMD simulation is poor once themodel size is huge. To accel-
erate the computing of MD simulation, the Markov state model (MSM) can be applied because of the ability to
predict a future state of a stochastic system. With the advantage of MSM and MD applied in material modelling,
a good result could be expected where the time scale limitation of MD simulation is bridged by MSMmethod. In
this research, anMSMmethod based on theMDmicrostates inwhich a nickel superalloy's atomicmodel arrange-
ments and their microstructure evolution have been treated with theMarkov properties is presented. This MSM
is based and classified by a dislocation model which is a fundamental of the microstructural tessellation evolu-
tion. The results indicate that the microstructure evolution in a situation of energyminimisation favours the for-
mation of new faults alongside existing ones. And dislocation accumulation on the grain boundary was observed
during fatigue resolving. Some dislocations formatted and grown in the middle of coarse grain and penetrated
through the grain.
© 2020 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
Numerical simulation methods such as the finite element method
[1], boundary element method [2], finite difference method [3],g), leo.chen@newcastle.ac.uk
td. This is an open access article umeshfreemethod [4], discrete dislocation dynamics [5] andMD simula-
tion [6], have become powerful tools for material modelling and engi-
neering simulation at different scales. From the mathematics point
of view, the multiscale modelling is the operation of averaging or ho-
mogenisation of a system which can be depicted as partial differential
equations(PDE), stochastic differential equations(SDE) or ordinary dif-
ferential equations(ODE) from the macroscale T(X) to microscale t(x)
both temporarily and spatially, where T = t/ε, X = x/ε and ε is a tinynder the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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multiscale correlation analysis method to solve the problem frommac-
roscale to microscale is worth exploring. If there is no macroscale
modelling to provide boundary conditions for the interface of micro-
scale modelling, the internal multiscale description will not be clearly
stated; if the physical quantity calculated by the microscale method
cannot be transmitted to macroscale through a certain equivalent
method, the overall physical of the system mechanical properties will
not be accurately understood. Therefore, it is necessary to establish an
interaction theory and multiscale progressive analysis methods to
achieve effective correlation between different scales [7].
At present, the main multiscale numerical simulation methods for
solving the cross-scale problems are themultiscale continuousmedium
method, continuous medium-molecular dynamics coupling method
and quasi-continuous medium method. The multiscale method based
on the continuous mediumwas developed to leverage the requirement
of homogenisation on the overall domain with macroscale calculation,
parameters on different scales correlation and the fine solution on the
microscale for local densification [8]. These multiscale methods all are
focusing on bridging of the spatial scale of the model. Such combining
with FEM and MD or the concurrent quasicontinuum (QC) method
can provide a better solution in the properties refinement of the
model, especially at some important area in the model where stress
concentration is introduced by geometry and structure. But the tempo-
ral scale in the fatigue model is relatively long in the real world, espe-
cially for the low cycle fatigue problem. The traditional MD model has
the advantage in the research of the detail microstructure evolution
via the atom trajectory. However, the timescale of an MD simulation is
limited to the nano-second if the model is relatively larger in size. The
MD model lacks the ability to solve the problem at a long duration
time scale. So that other stochastic process methods in probability the-
ory may provide a better solution when applying molecular dynamics.
The Markov chain which developed into the Markov state model can
predict the model state and material properties by integrating MD sim-
ulation [9]. For example, MSM has been successfully applied in biologi-
cal molecular dynamics simulation to simulate protein folding [10],
DNA [11] and ligand-receptor interaction [12]. Also, Sarich [13] had
used the concept of MSM discretisation to solve MD optimal control
problems in which one computes the optimal external force that drives
the molecular system to show an optimised behaviour under certain
constraints. It overcomes the limitation of MD simulation in which it is
infeasible to compute the rare event statistics directly.
MSM is a robust framework for dynamic system simulation inwhich
the timescale could be extended as it depends only on the probability
distribution over themicrostates.Many successful examples of applying
MSMhave already been reported in the field of protein andRNA folding,
protein-ligand binding mechanisms and the release of enzymatic
reaction's sub-products. The scheme of MSM simulation includes the
following stages:
1. Initial the data set;
2. Build up N microstates;
3. Find out the probabilitymatrix between theNmicrostates transition;
4. Microstates evolution based on Markov Chain;
5. Validation;
One needs to pay attention to MSM stages building when applying
this scheme toMD simulation. Thefirst stage is that of selecting a proper
MSM method. MSM can predict the events which are characterised as
continuous-time and discrete-time. Continuous-time events such as
the randomwalk or protein folding can be simulated by the continuous
Markov chain. The microstates which are defined in all the MSM
methods, include continuous-time MSM and discrete-time MSM, are
discrete. And all of these states chains have the Markov properties
that the occurring probability of next states is only related to the previ-
ous state. The difference is that the continuous-time MSM is a Markov
process with discrete state space but in a continuous-time range.2
While the discrete-time MSM is a Markov process but with a discrete-
time range. Secondly, themicrostates of theMSM should be deliberately
prepared and clustered before the chain process start. For the micro-
states generated by MD simulation, the microstate building techniques
include kinetic information but begin with a traditional clustering
method such as k-means or k-centres using a structural metric [14].
Without such kinetic connecting between each microstate, the basis
for the probability matrix in the following stages is difficult to establish
[15]. Finally, the MSM microstates transition probability should be de-
fined between eachmicrostate. It is important to eliminate the discrete-
ness effects and shot noise which could lead to noise in the transition
probabilities [15]. This noise in the transition matrix will be magnified
with the time evolution during MSM processing because the matrix
multiplication operation [16]. The Bayesian techniques [17] including
the well-chosen prior probabilities is a better solution for this error.
Based on these techniques, the following researches had been done
on biomolecular simulation. Thayer et al. [18] employed MSMwith MD
simulation on ligand binding and allosteric effects in protein folding.
They obtained the protein-ligand binding and allostery states and
rates from all-atom MD simulation. The all-atom MD simulation is car-
ried out for all the different protein, ligand binding simulation on dif-
ferent constructions. An interesting thing in this MSM method was
that the links were defined from the Chapman-Kolmogorov compliant
frequency of direct transitions between nodes [18]. The Chapman-
Kolmogorov equation is an identity relating the joint probability distri-
butions of different sets of coordinates on a stochastic process [19].
Rosta et al. [20] researched the unbiased MSM application on free ener-
gies for dynamics weighted histogram analysis. The weighted histo-
gram analysis method (WHAM) is widely used to obtain accurate free
energies from biased molecular simulations. Rosta et al. developed the
dynamic histogram analysis method (DHAM) which used a global
MSM to obtain the free energy along the reaction coordinate of the
MDmodel. In this MSM application, the transitionmatrix is constructed
by the traditional counting method but with an unbiasing of the transi-
tion from multiple umbrella-sampling simulations in the histogram
along with discrete reaction coordinates. It found that this DHAM gave
accurate free energies even in cases where WHAM fails in terms of the
MSM vantage. In the time scale bridging, Voelz et al. [21] predicted
the folding of the protein from nanoseconds to microseconds in MD
simulationswithfidelity to experimental kinetics. The notable contribu-
tion of this work is to predict protein folding in a million pathways and
extend the simulation time of nanoseconds at the atomic scale to a mi-
crosecond. The difficulty of protein folding MSM simulation is the nu-
merous microstates cause the transition probability matrix to be
extremely large. This difficulty was overcome by a ‘lumping’ technique
which reduces a total 100,000 microstates into 2000 macrostates. The
MSM indicates multiple possible folding pathways can generate differ-
ent metastable states.
All these studies demonstrated good agreement with available ex-
perimental observations which indicates the successful application of
MSM scheme with MD simulation. There is no published report on
MSM simulation with metal fatigue atomic model, however, these suc-
cesses and the current situation encourage our research interesting on
the nickel-based superalloy fatigue simulation with MSM bridging.
This paper has the following structure: Section 2 introduces the MSM
method. Section 3 illustrates the detail of the process of MSM-MD sim-
ulation in crystalline atomicmodels. And Section 4will give the analysis
and discussion of the simulation result from the dislocationmicrostruc-
ture evolution to the macroscale fatigue response. Finally, Section 5
gives the conclusion of MSM-MD simulation and future work.
2. MSM-MD modelling
The classic Markov Chain (MC) model is a statistical model which
can be used to predict a future event in the discrete-valuedMarkov pro-
cess space. Markov Chains are named after Prof. Andrei A. Markov who
Fig. 1. The fatigue process illustrated as stress strain curve.
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Russian Academy of Sciences [9]. When talking about Markov Chain, it
always beginswith theMarkov property. In probability theory, theMar-
kov property is a probability property of a statistics processwhose prob-
ability of future state depends only upon the present state [16]. One can
be called a Markov process if a stochastic process has such property.
Generally, a Markov Chain is a type of Markov process that has either
discrete state-space or discrete index set. The traditional Markov Chains
theory is discrete-time Markov chains. Based on the traditional MC and
due to the demands of various applications, different types of Markov
Chain models are illustrated and developed by researchers. Those alter-
native Markov Chains include continuous-time MC, hidden MC, and
high order MC which is from the discrete-time MC [16].
MC is widely applied in various domains [22] because of the general
and simple properties with good probability result. The thermodynamic
and statistic mechanics problems in physics, enzyme folding and action
in chemistry, data compression and pattern recognition in information
technology,market prediction in economics andfinance, protein folding
and unfolding in biology and even in games. The application of Markov
Chain in data compression is named Dynamic Markov Compression
(DMC) which has a good compression ratio and moderate compression
speed [23]. In bio-molecular dynamics, the application of Markov Chain
to fill the gap between the simulation result in nanoscope and the ex-
periment results in macroscope is widely researched. In these applica-
tions, the metastable protein states with special transition pathways
and transition probabilities matrix have been investigated for the key
characteristic of MSM for biological molecular study. Usually, these
metastable states are related to the system potential energy which
will remain in the vicinity of themain wells for a long time before mak-
ing a transition to another well. After the protein molecular trajectories
are assigned to eachmicrostate, the probability ofmicrostates transition
can be calculated by counting their transition times between each state.
Finally, with the transition matrix, one can predict future events or mi-
crostates which would happen for a special time lag or period. This in-
spired the methodology used in this work in material molecular
dynamics simulation which only lasts for several nanoseconds, and
lacks comparability with experimental results. The MSM method was
expected to solve this problem.
The classicMC ismodelled to predict the stochastic process inwhich
a state is only related to the previous one. In otherwords, theprobability
of the event occurring in the current state is only decided by the event
just before it. To begin with this model, it needs to define the state in
this stochastic process as An, n = 0,1,2, … that take a finite set. Based
on the assumption of Markov properties, the transition probability Pij
can be defined and represent the probability that the process will take
a transition to the state i if the process is in current state j. By applying
the ergodic visiting algorithm on all states between each other, a transi-
tion probability matrix by which the Markov process is predicted could
be given.
P ¼
P01 P02 ⋯ P0n
P11 P12 ⋯ P1n
⋮ ⋱ ⋯ ⋮
Pn1 Pn2 ⋯ Pnn
2
6664
3
7775 ð1Þ
For the states in nth step, the probability of each state would have
occurred can be defined as:
A nð Þ ¼ A nð Þ1 ,A nð Þ2 , . . .
 
∣∑A nð Þi ¼ 1 ð2Þ
And for the next time step with the lag time τ, the probability for
each state is:
A nþ1ð Þ ¼ PA nð Þ ð3Þ3
Given the state in the very beginning of this stochastic process, one
can predict the future state transition with the probability matrix by
Eq. 3. Finally, it turns into the form in Eq. 4.
A nþ1ð Þ ¼ PnA 0ð Þ ð4Þ
For the fully reversed fatigue load process as illustrated in Fig. 1, in a
load cycle, the stress-strain state can be divided into a different instan-
taneous state by the equivalent strain interval. For example, in a load
cycle of Fig. 1, the instantaneous state can be defined as Aijk, where
index k represents the different strain load state as depicted in
Table 1. Moreover, indices i, j denote the different irreversible state
and cycle respectively. After the instantaneous state defined, each
state can be simulated in LAMMPS for MD simulation to get the instan-
taneous stress, energy, and other physical properties. However, the con-
secutive bridge between two neighbour states can be simulated with
the actual strain load in another simulation. Once the states are defined,
an initialised states space can be defined by a fixed number of cycles
represented by the index j, for example, j = 6 for six cycles of the
load. According to the same strain state, once these initial states are de-
cided, the probability of transition from previous strain state to the fol-
lowing next strain state between different cycle can be considered.
For all states in strain state k, it can be considered to be a collection of
all atoms' coordinates - that is C jk(p0,p1,…,pn,q0,q1,…,qn)(j = 1,…, J).
For any statewith index k to another state k+1, this transition assumed
to be a stochastic process because the interval time between two states
is long enough compared to the instantaneous simulation time, and the
atom coordinates could be stochastic with the long time interval. The
counting method is used in the traditional MSM method to determine
the transition probability between the two states. In this method, the
transition times for all events have been counted at first, and then, the
probability is the transition times between special two states divided
by the total transition times. However, in this model, the probability
can be determined by the system energy gap between different state.
For eachmicrostate, the systemenergy for state i, j, k is Eijk, the energy
gap between two different strain state k and k+1 is Eijk − Eijk+1. Accord-
ing to the energy dissipation as observed in paper [24], the energy gap is
a better criterion for the probability determination.
If in a reversible processwhere the index i is the same, and thenwith
the determination of the transition probability, the probabilitymatrix of
these transitions is P. As shown in Table 2, the value 0means there is no
change fromone state to another. Otherwise, it evaluates theprobability
of transition from state A to another state A′ is p.
Table 1
The representation of indices of i, j, k.
Index 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
i Irreversible state 1–8
j cycle 1 cycle 2 cycle 3 cycle 4 cycle 5 cycle 6 cycle 7 cycle 8
k Strain
0
Strain
0.5εmax
Strain
εmax
Strain
0.5εmax
Strain
0
Strain
0.5εmin
Strain
εmin
Strain
0.5εmin
load load load unload unload unload unload load
Table 2
Probability matrix of transitions between different strain states within a reversible
process.
A11
1 A11
2 A11
3 A11
4 A12
1 A12
2 A12
3 A12
4
A11
1 0 0 0 p14−21 0 0 0 p
A11
2 p11−12 0 0 0 p21−12 0 0 0
A11
3 0 p12−13 0 0 0 p22−13 0 0
A11
4 0 0 p13−14 0 0 0 p23−14 0
A12
1 0 0 0 p14−21 0 0 0 p24−11
A12
2 p11−22 0 0 0 p21−22 0 0 0
A12
3 0 p12−23 0 0 0 p22−23 0 0
A12
4 0 0 p13−24 0 0 0 p23−24 0
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normal states evidently are not reachable after the plastic deformation
appears. Thus, the probability of transition from plastic deformation
state to the previous normal state is zero. Therefore, the new transform
probability matrix of the irreversible process is in Table 3
Sn ¼ Pn⋅S1 ð5Þ
Given a initial state vector, S1=(S111 ,S112 …,Sijk)= (1,0,…,0), where 1
denotes this A111 state is present. The nth state Sn can be predicted by the
Eq. 5.
. Simulations
By implementing the MSM-MD described in Section 2, the micro-
states of MD models are initialised with the EAM potential proposed
by Mishin [25]. But the simulation box is limited in a small size due to
performance reasons. This box is set to 200 Å ×100Å ×20Å in the x y
and z directions separately. The time interval for each microstates is
set according to the checkpoints numbers for each cycle. For example,
if the number of checkpoints in one cycle is 8, the time interval between
each microstate is 18T where T is a fatigue cycle time. The initialisation
number of the microstate of the MSM model can be set to 48. In this
MD simulation, the deformation strain is set to 0.5 % ,1.0% and 1.5% sep-
arately. Also, the models are divided into two regions in the centre. In
the left half side is FCC γ phase and in the right half side is the FCC γ′
phase. In each region, to research the effect of the polycrystalline super-
alloys, a 3 × 3 × 1 Voronoi tessellation [26] was build up. In this model,
to illustrate the effect of crack, two small regions near the upper bound-
ary of the simulation box were created, and the bond relation of the
atoms in the two regions was eliminated for a crack. The system tem-
perature was elevated to 900K and relaxed by getting the steady stateTable 3
Probability matrix of transitions in different irreversible states.
A1 A2 A3 A4
A1 0 0 0 0
A2 p1−2 0 0 0
A3 0 p2−3 0 0
A4 0 0 p3−4 0
4
at the beginning. In each state, to evaluate the physical properties of
the model, 20000 simulation steps were performed with an initialised
speed for each atom. The atomcoordinates, stress and other information
stored onto a disk. After this simulation, the model would be elongated
to the next state with the accurate deformation rate due to the total de-
formation strain amplitude and the number of states in a cycle. The cen-
tral atom information and virial stress of atom were statistically
calculated for each 2000 steps. After all initialised state simulated, dislo-
cation energy of each state was calculated.
The test designed the parameter of the strain rate and the size of the
margin box size various from 5 to 25 by step of 5 and the position of the
box from 15 to 25 in Y directions.
. Microstate definition
The essentials of the MSM, by recalling the notion in Section 2, are
the proper partitioning of the conformational space which the metasta-
ble states correspond to distinctive energy minima and the transfer
probability matrix(TPM) which is the determinant of MSM result. Ac-
cording to [10], this partitioning can be accomplished by two steps, mi-
crostate clustering and the macrostate lumping. While in this research,
according to the difference of dislocation conformation against the bio-
logical protein folding conformation, the microstate clustering and
macrostate lumping method is not suitable. However, the energy min-
ima and the kinetic behaviour similarity can be adopted. Themicrostate
definition is achieved by the following stages, 1) Dislocation recognition
which is defined in [27] and 2) Dislocation energy minimisation classi-
fication. The first stage of dislocation recognition is similar to themicro-
state clustering which determines the MD particles trajectories into a
different conformation. The similarity of the dislocation structure and
kinetic characteristic could be measured by the geometry quantities of
the dislocation.
The maximum microstates number depends on the theoretical re-
quirement ofMSMand the actual computation. FromMSMside, less ini-
tial microstates given, more performance gained. However, to simulate
the reality, it will lose important information of the fatigue process.
While from the computational capacity side, the number of maximum
microstates lies on themodel size verymuch. If the size is too big, for ex-
ample, more than half million atoms, it will be very expensive to get the
simulation finish. If the number of microstates too much during MSM
simulation, at first, it will cause the performance issue because of the in-
creased transaction between each microstate. Also, the computation of
the probabilitymatrixwill be exponentially growth duringMSMpredic-
tion process. Thus, it could slow down the computing. On the other
hand, more initial microstates would lead to a precise MSM prediction
result with a fine hysteresis loop curve.Fig. 2. The Initialization Configuration of MD Model. γ phase is designed in the left side
with all blue atoms while γ′ phase in the right side with blue and red atoms. The yellow
and white atoms indicate the two area which atom interaction is eliminated as
designed. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader
is referred to the web version of this article.)
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a serial of dislocation configuration as an example is generated by the
MD simulation and dislocation recognition methodology as shown in
Fig. 4. The dislocation energy was measured by the modified MD simu-
lation and an example of the energy configuration is displayed in Fig. 3.
The dislocation energy is a result of the energy summation of dislocation
atoms calculated by modified LAMMPS.
. The probability of microstate transformation
After themicrostate is defined clearly, the probability can be defined
in Table 2 as shown in Section 2. To find the probability of the state
transfer between different energy states, the reciprocal of energy differ-
ence is required for an energy differenceminimization. The total energy
difference is defined as:
M ¼ ∑
i
1
Ekij−E
kþ1
ij
ð6Þ
And then the probability of the state transfer from state i(j1)k to state
ij2(k+1) is the proportion of current reciprocal of the energy difference
over the total reciprocal of the energy difference.
Pj ¼
1
Ekij1
−Ekþ1ij2
M
¼
1
Ekij−E
kþ1
ij
∑
i
1
Ekij−E
kþ1
ij
ð7Þ
As shown in the designation ofMSMmicrostates, a total of 48micro-
states divided the fatigue cycles evenly. The number of microstates af-
fects the precision of the simulation result and the simulation
performance. If this number is small, the lag time between each micro-
statewill increase and the simulation resultwould be too fuzzy to reveal
the truth. While on the contrary, the simulation performance would be
extremely poor in bothMD simulation andMSM simulation. In this sim-
ulation, each state has corresponding strain states in the fatigue test. TheFig. 3. Anomaly state detection according to the micro
5
probability matrix is demonstrated in Table 4. This matrix is a sparse
matrix according to the feature of the microstates definition and their
conversion between each other. Thus, this speciality of the transfer
probability matrix could reduce computing storage during the MSM
simulation.
. State evolution
The microstate of MSM usually clusters into macrostate in tradi-
tional MSM model in biology molecular dynamics simulation [15].
This clustering of the microstates is according to the kinetic and struc-
tural similarity of the atomic arrangement. However, in this fatigue sim-
ulation, the external condition of strain state is an additional one
because of the microstructure evolution of the system structure is
followed not only in time but also the strain state. Themicrostate evolu-
tion according to the MSM prediction is given by the systematic
methodology.
First, the initial state of the fatigue process could be represented by a
vector with the length of the total initial microstates. The index of ele-
ments in this vector represents each microstate, and the element in
this index represents the occurrence of the event (0 means the non-
presence of the microstate or 1 means the presence of the microstate).
For example, for the initial state, the known state is the firstmicrostates.
Thus, the first element of this vector is 1. According to the exclusivity of
the microstates, the value of other sites must be 0. So the vector is:
A1 ¼ 1 0 0 . . . 0|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
N−1
0
@
1
A
T
ð8Þ
where the N is the number of total microstates.
Second, according to MSM, the prediction of the future event in the
nth time interval could be the result of the product of the initial state
vector and the nth power of the transfer probability matrix in Eq. 5.
After this operation, the result is another vector with the probabilitiesstate's dislocation energy states data classification.
Table 4
The probability matrix of one example with 48 initiation microstates.
A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9 A10 A11 A12 A13 A14 A15 A16 A17 A18 A19 A20 A21 A22 A23
A1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.086 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0433 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
A2 0.3097 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2073 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0841 0 0 0 0 0 0
A3 0 0.1412 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1498 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.3947 0 0 0 0 0
A4 0 0 0.2013 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.7110 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1000 0 0 0 0
A5 0 0 0 0.1198 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1263 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1518 0 0 0
A6 0 0 0 0 0.1962 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.5897 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.7499 0 0
A7 0 0 0 0 0 0.0128 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0676 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0639 0
A8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0770 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0105 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0722
A9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1432 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.3769 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
A10 0.3699 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1787 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0791 0 0 0 0 0 0
A11 0 0.3525 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.3439 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2449 0 0 0 0 0
A12 0 0 0.0805 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0047 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.5185 0 0 0 0
A13 0 0 0 0.1486 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1590 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0781 0 0 0
A14 0 0 0 0 0.3041 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1348 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0632 0 0
A15 0 0 0 0 0 0.8600 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1839 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1820 0
A16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2371 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0645 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2443
A17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2882 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0759 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
A18 0.1021 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2068 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.4000 0 0 0 0 0 0
A19 0 0.0646 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0707 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0639 0 0 0 0 0
A20 0 0 0.1715 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0823 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0944 0 0 0 0
A21 0 0 0 0.1201 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1635 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0673 0 0 0
A22 0 0 0 0 0.2989 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1403 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0650 0 0
A23 0 0 0 0 0 0.0141 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0783 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0738 0
A24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2156 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0981 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2193
A25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1032 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0138 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
A26 0.1139 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2996 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2527 0 0 0 0 0 0
A27 0 0.0663 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0725 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0666 0 0 0 0 0
A28 0 0 0.0333 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0023 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0714 0 0 0 0
A29 0 0 0 0.0406 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2295 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0279 0 0 0
A30 0 0 0 0 0.0148 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0031 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0020 0 0
A31 0 0 0 0 0 0.0207 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1449 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1350 0
A32 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1009 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0177 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0958
A33 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2045 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1476 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
A34 0.0505 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0512 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0848 0 0 0 0 0 0
A35 0 0.3752 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.3629 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2297 0 0 0 0 0
A36 0 0 0.2785 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0636 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1104 0 0 0 0
A37 0 0 0 0.0693 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1832 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0440 0 0 0
A38 0 0 0 0 0.0280 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0064 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0041 0 0
A39 0 0 0 0 0 0.0198 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0526 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0508 0
A40 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1778 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.4401 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1767
A41 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1740 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.3423 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
A42 0.0538 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0563 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0993 0 0 0 0 0 0
A43 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
A44 0 0 0.2347 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1359 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1051 0 0 0 0
A45 0 0 0 0.5014 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1383 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.6307 0 0 0
A46 0 0 0 0 0.1577 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1254 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1156 0 0
A47 0 0 0 0 0 0.0724 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.4725 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.4943 0
A48 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1912 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.3690 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1916
J. Huang, D. McGlinchey, Y. Chen et al. Materials and Design 197 (2021) 109226for each state. For example, in the second step, the result of this step is a
vector:
A1b ¼ 1 0 0 . . . 0|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
N−1
0
@
1
A
T
ð9Þ
The value of each element indicates the probability of which of
these microstates have the chance to occur in the current state. The
bigger the value is, the higher the opportunity this microstate
would be present. That is not the final result of the current state
that we expected. What we expected is the confirmation of the oc-
currence of a microstate.
Finally, to determine thiswith theMSM result, theMCmethod could
be applied. The process is illustrated as the following.
Get the probability result and sort the list from high to low.
Create a series of segment lineswhich length is the value in theMSM
result. A total length would be 1.
In a loop with the iteration number, create a random number be-
tween (0 1) with the uniform distribution, and record the index num-
ber of the segment which the random number belong to. And add this
to appearance of this segment.
After the loop is finished, count the maximum value of the appear-
ance of all segment, get this index as the result.6
. MSM result and discussion
The MSM initial state is shown in Table 5. By applying the MSM and
MCprediction, the result of theprediction in thefirst 100 states in a total
1000 prediction for simulation (simulation number index) is displayed
in Fig. 5. By re-arrangement thesemicrostates according to theMSM re-
sult, the stress-strain response have been collected and displayed in
Fig. 6. In this stress-strain response results (Figs. 6 and 7), it indicates
the peak stress at the 4th cycle is about 700MPa, after a few cycles to
21st cycle, the stress increases to near 800MPa, then it drops down to
570MPa at 111st cycle. This indicates that material hardening occurs
at the first stage and then finally the softening of thematerial can be ob-
served. However, in this result, the valley stresses during these cycles
are at the same level. But the valley stress vibrationwas observed in an-
other test as shown in Fig. 8. In Fig. 7, this result reflects that the energy
differences between thesemicrostates ofminimum strain stage andmi-
crostates in the previous stage have an outstanding gap than other mi-
crostates of minimum strain stages. Such a difference cause the MSM
prediction at the same result for a process evolution. But in Fig. 8, the vi-
bration of valley stress indicates the energy differences between themi-
crostates of minimum strain stage have no extreme gaps. So that the
MSM predicts the result with the fluctuation of the stress state.
The hysteresis loop in theMD simulation indicates the plastic defor-
mation according to the external loading. Since the MD simulation is
A24 A25 A26 A27 A28 A29 A30 A31 A32 A33 A34 A35 A36 A37 A38 A39 A40 A41 A42 A43 A44 A45 A46 A47 A48
0.0335 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0572 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0265 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0121
0 0.1061 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0296 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0610 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0.2424 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0898 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1498 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0.1099 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.7824 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0.1468 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0562 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1062 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0.2434 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2141 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1522 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1558 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1455 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0659 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0540 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1045 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0069 0
0.2032 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1121 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1012 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0537
0 0.1041 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0273 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0552 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0.3376 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0549 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0858 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0.4747 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0038 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0.1646 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.4783 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2849 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0.1815 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1147 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.3669 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1717 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1758 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.3786 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2803 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0833 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1734 0
0.0695 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.4335 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0860 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0326
0 0.1400 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.6506 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2038 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0.0550 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.3480 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.3130 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0.1035 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0840 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0.1667 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2384 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2050 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0.1830 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1164 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.3512 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1573 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1481 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0718 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2335 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0912 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.6697 0
0.0115 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0445 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0108 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0046
0 0.1333 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2538 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.6231 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0.0571 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.4531 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.3669 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0.0744 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0018 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0.1924 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0389 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0530 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0.0226 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0074 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0071 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1617 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1560 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0972 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0753 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.4984 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0107 0
0.1517 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2008 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.3405 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0928
0 0.2720 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0180 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0268 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0.3077 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0540 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0843 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0.1217 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0448 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0.1755 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0818 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0990 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0.0512 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0157 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0140 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1844 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2044 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1734 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1676 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1171 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0539 0
0.5305 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1518 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.4347 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.8041
0 0.2444 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0205 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0299 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0.1157 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0831 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0.1538 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1062 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2518 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0.3180 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.5314 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1084 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1689 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1700 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2129 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1890 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1052 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0852 0
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However, the stress response could change due to the structure rear-
rangement(Fig. 6). In this result, the absolute values of peak and valley
stress responses are increased after a few cycles. Also, by investigating
the detail of each cycle, the hysteresis loop could be clearly identified
as displayed in Fig. 7. The result of hysteresis loop reveals a peak stress
increase after a few cycles in the first stage and then decrease at the end
of the test. From this image, it can be seen that the area of the hysteresis
loop steadily increases. This indicates material hardening at first and
then the softening, while the plastic deformation constantly increases
with the energy dissipation.
By comparing the stress-strain response result with other test cases
which the broken bond area is increased, it seems the area of the hyster-
esis loop is proportional with this factor. (Fig. 9). This configuration ofTable 5
Markov Chain initial state list in a index sequence with 6 cycles.
Cycles Strain 0% 0.5% 1% 0.5% 0% −0.5% −1% −0.5%
1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
2 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
3 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
4 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32
5 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40
6 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48
7
the test model aims to simulate the situation of microcrack performed
in the material due to the cyclical loading. The microcrack, a broken
bond atomic configuration in this simulation, is an essential characteris-
tic of fatigue loading [28]. In this result, the half-life cycle stress-strain
responses of these test case with different size (5 Å to 20 Å) of
microcrack were plotted in Fig. 9. The increase of the microcrack area,
the higher hysteresis loop area are observed. This indicates that the en-
ergy dissipation increase is associated with higher plastic deformation.
Also, when the microcrack size increased, the peak and valley
stresses of fatigue response in this simulation are also shrunk due to
the extended broken bonds of atoms. This is relatively clear from
Eq. 10 which is in the formation listed below [29].
A1b ¼ 1 0 0 . . . 0|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
N−1
0
@
1
A
T
ð10Þ
where the subscripts i, j denote atom coordinates and α, β indicate the
different atom numbers. V denotes the summation of atom volume, m
is the mass of the atom, v with the subscripts is the quantity of projec-
tion of the specified atom velocity along the indicated direction. The
functionϕ(r) is the potential energy of the atom. r is the interatomic dis-
tance. Similarly, r with the subscript is the projection of the distance
vector r along coordinate i or j. In this equation, the first term mαvα,
ivα, j is the kinetic contribution which indicates that the force generated
by the motion of atoms across a fixed spatial surface, and the second
Fig. 4. The dislocation configuration simulated by MD in each microstate. The red and blue atoms represent the defect of dislocations and distortion. The green atoms represent prefect
lattice structure andwhite atoms represent the grain boundary. (For interpretation of the references to colour in thisfigure legend, the reader is referred to theweb version of this article.)
Fig. 5. The MSM result for the first 100 steps prediction. X is the MSM prediction step index, Y is the result of the microstate index shown in Table 5.
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Fig. 6. The stress strain plot of MSM prediction.
Fig. 8. A stress strain plot of MSM prediction with a vibration of valley stress.
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ken bonds leads to the reduction of interatomic potential and following
the atomic speed changes. Thus, a corresponding reduction of single
atoms virial stress would be expected which induced the total system
stress response to be reduced.
. Dislocation evolution
By investigating the associated atomic configuration Fig. 4, it was
found that the dislocation formation presented in the first few cycles.
The dislocation distributed in the γ phase more so than in the γ′
phase. Moreover, then the dislocation motion presents in the γ phase.
The microstructure evolution of this MSM model results in a situation
where energy minimisation favours the formation of new faults along-
side existing ones. The following dislocation evolution will be discussed
below.
. Dislocation formation and motion
Associated with the simulation result of the atomic model tessella-
tion which is shown in Fig. 10, it is evident that the tendency of grainFig. 7. The stress strain plot ofMSMprediction for polycrystallineNickel superalloywith strain amplitude 1.0% at temperature 873 K at cycle 4(Blue line), 21(Black line) and 111(Pink line).
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
9
Fig. 9. The half life cycle stress strain response plot ofMSMprediction for polycrystallineNickel superalloywith strain amplitude 1.0% at temperature 873K for test casewith 5 Å, 10 Å, 15 Å
and 20 Å broken bonds area in centre.
Fig. 10. Simulation result of the polycrystalline fatigue test with the dislocation formation and multiple cross-slip motion.
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tion. In the initial stage as shown in Fig. 10(a), it is almost dislocation
free cause of the system start with a typical lattice configuration with
enough relaxation at elevated temperature. After a few steps later at
the 16th microstate as shown in Fig. 10(b), the grain boundary is
muchmore identifiable than thefirst step and some dislocations accom-
modation are been observed near the grain boundary. After a few steps,
the dislocations line grow due to the change of the simulation box
which representing the deformation(Fig. 10(c)). After that, the disloca-
tions reach steady-state and pile-up in the grain boundary as displayed
in Fig. 10(d) to 10(f).
Another typical dislocation activity found in this situation is that
some dislocations form and grow in the middle of a coarse grain as ob-
served in Fig. 11. The dislocation formation according to the grain
boundary evolution during cyclic loading. Because the grain angle of
the two fine grains is high, the orientation of the atom changes easily
under the external force. A strong agreementwith the simulation result
is that Masuda et al. [30] found that the grain protrusions or triple junc-
tions are the original sites which transgranular dislocation activities
start (Fig. 11(a)). From Fig. 11(b), a conspicuous dislocation could be
found in the core of a new grain starting from a triple junctions grainFig. 11. Simulation result of the tran
11boundary. After a few steps, a special cross slip of the dislocation starts
with an angle to the main dislocation line (Fig. 11(d)). Associated
with the repeated external load, the jog moves towards the grain
boundary (Fig. 11(e) to 11(f)). Moreover, finally, a dislocation line is
left in themiddle of the new grain after the grain boundary disappeared
and the transgranular dislocation accommodation across the core area
of the γ phase side. Notably, the transgranular dislocations are parallel
to each other in the core of grain along the close-packed plane which
is a slip plane in FCC lattice.. Grain boundary with dislocation
The grain boundary ledge which is an important source of disloca-
tion during plastic deformation was also observed in Fig. 10(e). The dis-
location could be emitted from the grain boundary by multiple cross-
slip processes. The formation of the ledge remains by the dislocation
motion through the grain boundary by external tension loading. The
resulting boundary ledge can provide sites for dislocation nucleation
under stress, for the reduction in boundary area at nucleation re-
duces the activation energy [31].While in the γ′ phase, the grain bound-
aries were not clear enough to be identified in most of the simulation
results. However, when increasing the strain rate, the morphologiessgranular dislocation evolution.
Fig. 12. Simulation result of the Polycrystalline Fatigue with dislocation accommodated in γ′ phase.
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boundary diffusion at elevated temperature from Fig. 13(b). Such a re-
sult was also reported in [32,33]. Also, the dislocations exhibit their ac-
tivities in the γ′ phase which as displayed in Fig. 12. The dislocations
first appear in the middle of the grain (Fig. 12(a)) then following dislo-
cations dominated on the grain boundary (Fig. 12(b) - 12(h)) following
by the cross-slip and climb. As discovered by [34,35], the dislocation12motion in nickel superalloy γ′ precipitates phase producemisfit disloca-
tion networks consistent with Lasalmonie and Strudel model which is a
loss of coherency.
. Dislocation in γ and γ′ Phase
By examining all the test case tomography in OVITO, it found that dis-
locations occur are more active in grain or at the grain boundary in γ
Fig. 13. Dislocations shows cross slip activities in γ′ phase at elevated temperature with a higher strain rate.
Fig. 14. Schematically illustration of Lomer dislocation. The two dislocations in {111}
planes react to form a dislocation in the intersection line.
Fig. 15. Schematically illustration of perfect and Shockly dislocation in {111} planes.
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in thefirst few stages, and then they are pile-up on the boundary or in the
grain. The activity of the grain boundary and the atom inside come with
the increased strain amplitude. However, in γ′ phase, once after the dislo-
cations are formed, they steadily exist throughout the test no matter
where they are accommodated. It indicates the interatomic bond of nickel
and aluminium in FCC lattice are more stable than the pure interatomic
bond of nickel atom in pure γ phase. In the γ′ phase, the grain boundary
keeps its initial formationmorphology as found in [36]. This indicates that
γ′ phase is the stable strength phase in the nickel superalloy.
Another notable phenomenon in the result is that the length of dis-
location line segments in γ phase is longer than that in γ′ phase. The ex-
pected dislocation on phase interfacewas also observed in our test cases
because of the γ/γ′ interface overlay with the grain boundary. The par-
allel dislocation line can be noticed everywhere in the test case. These
parallel dislocation lines decrease the motion ability of dislocation. Dis-
locations deposited on the γ/γ′ interfaces are in slip oriented segments.
However, extensive cross slip results in an average line direction closer
to those required for the most efficient accommodation of lattice
mismatch.. Hysteresis loop and energy dissipation
The hysteresis loop in the MD simulation indicates the plastic de-
formation according to the external loading. Since the MD simula-
tion is strain-controlled, the total strain amplitude is always in the
same value. However, the stress response could change due to the
structure rearrangement. The result of the hysteresis loop is not13clear from Fig. 6. This is due to the lack of sufficient checkpoints for
microstate evolution. Also, another reason is the stress response in
each microstate is measured by the atomic arrangement and their
velocity which is affected by the temperature and ensemble configu-
ration. But, by investigating into the detail of each cycle, the hyster-
esis loop could be clearly identified as displayed in Fig. 7. The result
of hysteresis loop reveals a peak stress increase after a few cycles
in the first stage and then decrease at the end of the test. From this
image, it can be seen that the area of the hysteresis loop steadily in-
creases. This indicatesmaterial hardening occurs at first and then the
softening, while the plastic deformation constantly increases with
the energy dissipation.
By comparing the stress-strain response result with other test
cases which the broken bond area is increased, it seems the area of
the hysteresis loop is proportional with this factor (Fig. 9). This con-
figuration of the test model aims to simulate the situation of
microcrack performed in the material due to the cyclical loading.
The microcrack, a broken bond atomic configuration in this simula-
tion, is an essential characteristic of fatigue loading [28]. In this re-
sult, the half-life cycle stress-strain responses of these test case
with different size (5 Å to 20 Å) of microcrack were plotted in
Fig. 9. The increase of the microcrack area, the higher hysteresis
loop area are observed. This indicates that the energy dissipation in-
creases associated with higher plastic deformation.
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stresses of fatigue response in this simulation are shrunk due to the
extended broken bonds of atoms. This is relatively clear from
Eq. 10. The increase of broken bonds leads to the reduction of inter-
atomic potential and following the atomic speed changes. Thus, a
corresponding reduction of single atoms virial stress would be ex-
pected which induced the total system stress response to be
reduced.. Dislocation evolution affects on fatigue
The dislocation motion is the elemental part of dislocation interac-
tion. Since the dislocation systems are different in the different lattice
structures, the dislocation interaction behaviour also has distinct char-
acteristics accordingly. In FCC crystalline metal, the dislocation slip sys-
tem is {111} <110>. The dislocation slip is a dynamic process by
considering the stress state on the system. If the equilibrium of shear
stress state on a unit cell was broken, the slip began. As known, if amov-
ing dislocation is to bypass another one, the external stress is needed to
overcome the maximum interaction force. Both the maximum interac-
tion force and the necessary stress to overcome this force are propor-
tional to the distance. During plastic deformation, the dislocation
density increases and consequently the distance decreases. Thus, to
continue plastic deformation, the applied stress has to increase.
The interaction behaviour between two dislocations depends on the
dislocation types, the Burgers vector, the stress field of individual dislo-
cation and their configuration. Generally, for two dislocations whose
Burgers vectors parallel to each other, if their sign of Burgers vector is
the same, and the combined stress field is more significant than that
of a single dislocation, it leads to the energy of the configuration increas-
ing and the dislocationswill repulse eachother. Thus, their interaction is
dominated by their repulsive force.
If they have the opposite Burgers vector sign, the combined stress
field is lower than that of the single dislocation, that will result in the
compressive stress in this region from one dislocation overlapping
with regions of tensile stress from the other dislocation. Finally, the at-
tractive force will pull them close.
Actually, the dislocation Burgers vectors are not parallel inmany sit-
uations, especially, for dislocations having cross slip planes which inter-
sect each other. The Lomer dislocation [31] can be formed if two
dislocation slips in their slip planes {111} which have a joint line
A1b ¼ 1 0 0 . . . 0|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
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as show in Fig. 14.
A1b ¼ 1 0 0 . . . 0|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
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In most FCC lattices, each dislocation in close pack plane will be dis-
sociated in its glide plane into two Shockley partial dislocations
bounding a stacking-fault strip. If the dislocations crossover at the inter-
section line of the two slide planes, Frank's rule governs the interaction
of the leading partials of the two dislocations. According to Frank's rule,
their interaction could be repelled or attract depending on the con-
figuration of Burgers vectors. Totally, there are 36 combinations to be
considered during the interaction cause of the three possible A1b ¼
1 0 0 . . . 0|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
N−1
0
@
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T
slip vectors at both directions on each slip plane
(Fig. 15). In these interactions, the most favourable reaction for plane14(111) and A1b ¼ 1 0 0 . . . 0|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
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which format a so-called stair-rod
dislocation:
A1b ¼ 1 0 0 . . . 0|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
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Notably, this kind of dislocation interaction results in the same total
Burgers vector. According to Frank's rule, it will exert a repulsive force
on the two Shockley partials and form a stable sessile arrangement
which blocks further dislocation slips on the slip plane.
Moreover, the phenomenon of the grain boundary with great angle
united according to the dislocation motion was also observed in this
simulation. It is associated with lower stress of the system which
could increase the ductility of the material but decrease the fatigue
resistance.
. Conclusion
The MSM method integrated with MD simulation in nickel superal-
loy fatigue is a novel application which is based on the stochastic prob-
ability between a serial of Markov microstates of atomic superalloy
models. The integrated MD microstates are predefined states which
are based on the initialisation of the nickel superalloy atomic model
and the dividable microstates for the whole fatigue cycle process. As
known, the Markov state model has been applied in biomolecular dy-
namics for protein folding studies at the atomic scale to bridge the gap
between macroscale and microscale [10,14]. The microstates of protein
unfold process can be categorised as kinetic relevant microstates by the
traditional MD clustering method such as k-means. However, this k-
means method is not good for crystalline metal classification because
the closed structure of the crystalline metal in the microscale is not
like a protein atomic structure with notable features. But, in the atomic
model of metal, the dislocation represented by the atomic arrangement
is randomly distributed in the crystalline grain matrix. This type of
atomic arrangement should have the typical dislocation structure simi-
lar to the protein molecular structure for proceeding with the
categorisation process. However, the atomic dislocation structure
could be emerged and evolved in a different location of the crystalline
structure. Furthermore, the atomic arrangement with dislocation struc-
tures is difficult to define the k value in the k-means method. The selec-
tion of k is important for the result of k-means clustering which is not
good for MSM initialisation state definition.
In this study, the MSM microstates were categorised according to
the dislocation energy distribution criteria. This is based on the recogni-
tion of dislocation in the crystalline atomic model [27] which help the
MSMmicrostates categorising with the dislocation energy classification
according to the energy barrier theory [37]. This combined modelling
approach has allowed probing at the atomic resolution of the disloca-
tion evolution,whichhas remained challenging to accomplish by exper-
iment. First, MD simulation samples were built up for the initialisation
state of the MSM process. The dislocation motion and evolution
among the metastable states where microstructure changes are essen-
tial during the fatigue process. The phenomenon of partial dislocation
trend to dissociation was observed in this MSM simulation. This is a
demonstration of the usefulness of the MSM approach in crystalline
structure MD simulation. This finding agrees with the experiment but
provides greater structural detail than experimental studies have so
far been able to provide. Second, thephenomenon of the grain boundary
with large angle united with the dislocation motion was also observed
in this simulation. This dislocation motion along the grain boundary in-
dicates the grain rotation and migration committed the grain boundary
to fade among the high angle connection grains which have a strong
agreement with experiment [30]. It is associated with lower stress of
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crease the fatigue resistance [30]. Also, the dislocation pile-up phenom-
enonwas notable during the simulation. This activitywas found on both
grain boundary and phase boundary which increased the material APB
energy which is associated with the enhanced strengthen.
The disadvantage of this MSM method on fatigue life prediction is
that the limitation of the initialisation of microstates which have a pro-
found influence on the result. Since the microstates are defined at the
beginning of this MSM prediction process, the final result state must
be one of the predefined microstates. However, in the reality of the
real fatigue process, the final states of micro-crack initialisation and
propagation could be dynamic with dislocation evolution. So, the result
of thisMSMmethodology could be enhanced by revising the framework
to a dynamic MSMmethod in future research work. By introducing the
dynamics of the initialmicrostates inMSM, the initialisation is not fixed.
Once the microstates evaluation after the MSM stage is finished, a new
MD simulation process will be carried out based on theMSM result, and
new MD simulation parameter also will be updated according to the
MSM result. Once the MD process is finished, another circle of MSM
stage begins. The new microstates will be classified, and the new prob-
ability matrix will be set according to the new energy barriers. The ad-
vantage of this new spiral up dynamic MSM method is that it would
give a detailed result that is more accurate than that produced by the
traditional MSM method. However, as it depends on the dynamics of
the microstates and probability matrix redefinition thus make the pro-
cess more complicated. Moreover, it would cost more on resource for
MD computing andMSMmatrix processing. This will increase the diffi-
culty of the application of dynamics MSMmethod with MD simulation.
. Future works
In the near future, Our are planning to perform the following areas:
(1) the virtual and physical verification and validation for the nickel su-
peralloy fatigue analysis using digital twin technology; (2) high efficient
design for the superalloy material using computational intelligence
aided design (CIAD) [38]; (3) one step research towards AI-driven
tools based on CIAD framework for material design.
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